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In the present paper the initial value problem is considered for systems of 
ordinary differential equations with impulses where the impulses are realized in the 
moments when the integral curve of the system meets some of previously given 
hypersurfaces called impulse hypersurfaces. Sufftcient conditions for the continuous 
dependence of the solution on the impulse hypersurfaces are found. (1.’ 1988 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Systems of differential equations with impulses describe processes which 
are subject o short-time perturbations during their evolution. The duration 
of these perturbations is negligible in comparison with the total duration 
of the process, therefore they are regarded as “momentary” types of 
“impulses.” The theory of systems with impulses is comparatively recent. 
The first publications were by V. D. Milman and A. D. Myshkis [l] (1960) 
and [Z] (1963). Recently this theory has been developed intensively due to 
its applications to chemistry, radiotechnics, etc. [3-61. 
In the present paper systems of differential equations with impulses are 
considered such that the impulses are realized by the intersection f the 
integral curve of the system with some of previously given hypersurfaces 
0, : t = t,(x), tER, XED, i = I, 2, . ..) (‘1 
where D is a domain in [w”. 
In the paper the following initial value problem for systems of differential 
equations with impulses is considered: 
dxldt = f (t, x), tfT,, 
Ax(t)1 ,= T, = x(7; + 0) - X(T,) = li,(x(s;)), 
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i= 1, 2, . . . (3) 
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with initial condition 
$0) =x0> (4) 
where f: S + R”, S = ((I, x); t2 0, x E D>; here and further on by ri, 
i= 1, 2, . ..) 
0 <T, < ‘52 < . ..) (5) 
we denote the moments when the integral curve (t, x(t)) of the problem 
(2), (3), (4) meets some hypersurface from (1); ji is the number of the 
hypersurface m t by the integral curve in the moment 7,; Ii: D + IJ!“; 
x(r,)=x(si-o), i= 1, 2, . . . . x,ED. 
The solution of problem (2), (3), (4) is determined in the following way: 
(a) for 0 5 t 5 r1 it coincides with the solution of problem (2), (4); 
(b) for T;<t~T,+, it coincides with the solution of system (2) 
with initial condition X(T~ + 0) = xl+, where x,+ =x, + Z,(xi), xi= x(r;), 
i = 1, 2, . . . . 
(c) if after an “impulse” described by (3) the integral curve hits ome 
of the hypersurfaces (1) then a new “impulse” in this moment is not 
realized; 
(d) the integral curve (t, x(r)) of problem (2), (3), (4) meets the 
hypersurfaces (1) only in the moments T; which satisfy (5). 
Remark 1. In general it is possible that ji # i. 
From now on we shall use the following notations: (t, x(t)) is the 
integral curve of problem (2), (3), (4); /I. 11 is the Euclidean orm in R”; 
p(A, B) is the Euclidean distance between the nonempty sets A, Bc UT; 2 
is the closure of A; to(x) = 0 for x E D; ~~ = 0; x$ =x0 ; Q,(S) = {(t, x); 
ti&x)+6<t<ti(x)-6,x~D},i=l,2 ,...,; K(t*,x*,L)={(t,x); ~E[W, 
x E KY, t - t* 1 L \Ix - x* I\$. 
2. AUXILIARY RESULTS 
In general it is possible for the integral curve of the system of differential 
equations with impulses to meet infinitely many times one and the same 
hypersurface from (1). This phenomenon is called “beating.” When the 
phenomenon “beating” is present, he impulse moments T, , T*, . . . may have 
a density point, i.e., the solution x(r) of problem (2), (3), (4) may be 
not continuable fur all t >O. Hence it is necessary to impose restrictive 
conditions by which the phenomenon “beating” is absent. 
Denote by (A) the following conditions: 
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Al. The function f is continuous in the set S and uniformly on t 2 0 
is Lipschitz on x E D with a constant K. 
A2. There exists a constant M > 0 such that 
IIf(t,X)II~M,(t,x)ES. 
A3. The functions tj are Lipschitz on x E D with respective constants 
L,<l/M,i=l,2 ,.... 
A4. The following inequalities hold: 
(i) 0 < r,(x) < t2(.x) < . . . . x E D, 
(ii) ti(x + Z,(x)) 5 t;(x), x E D, i = 1, 2, . . . 
AS. The solution x(t) of problem (2), (3), (4) does not leave the set D 
for t E I, where 
if the moments 5i are a finite number, 
if the moments ri are infinitely many. 
THEOREM 1. Let conditions Al and A5 hold and the points T' and t” 
belong to one of the intervals [T,, r,], (z;, zi+ ,I, i = 1, 2, . . . . Then for any 
i = 1, 2, . . . the following inequality holds. 
(ti(X(T’)) - T’)(t,(X(T”)) - T”) 2 0. 
Proof Suppose that the claim is not true, i.e., there xists a number k 
such that the following inequality holds: 
(tk(X(T’)) - z’)(t,(x(r”)) - T”) < 0. (6) 
Assume that T' < T" (the equality T’= T" contradicts (6)). Consider the 
fUnCtiOn cp( t) = tk(X( t)) - t for T’ 5 t 5 TV. since the points 5' and T" belong 
to one of the intervals [to, T,], (T,, TV+ 1], i= 1, 2, . . . . then the function cp is 
continuous in its domain of definition. By inequality (6) we obtain 
cp(~')cp(~")< 0. Hence there exists a point T"', T' < ‘)I < T", such that 
cp(z"') = 0, i.e., the integral curve (t, x(t)) meets the hypersurface okin the 
moment T"'. Since there xists a number i such that ~~~ 1 < 5"' < T,, this con- 
tradicts point (d) of the definition ofthe solution of problem (2), (3), (4). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let conditions Al, A2, A3, A5, and the inequalities (i)of 
A4 hold and the point (T', x(T')) E Q,(O). Then the integral curve (t, x(t)) of 
problem (2), (3), (4) for t > T' meets first he hypersurface oi. 
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Proof: Assume that the first hypersurface m t by the integral curve 
(t, x(t)) for t > z’ is ok and the meeting is realized inthe moment r”; i.e., 
the following equality holds: 
tk(X(T”)) = T”. (7) 
Assume that k < i- 1. Since (7’, x(z’)) E Q,(O), then 
tip 1(X(?‘)) - 7’ < 0. (8) 
By equality (7) and inequalities (i)we find 
tip ,(x(7”)) - 7” = t;-. ](X(T”)) - tJx(?‘)) > 0. (9) 
Inequalities (8)and (9), since T’, 5” E (rk. , , r,], contradict Theorem 1. 
Assume that k > i. Analogously to (8) and (9) we obtain the inequalities 
ti(x(z’)) - 7’ > 0, C;(X(T”)) - 5” < 0, 
which again lead to a contradiction with Theorem 1. 
Assume that k = i - 1. Since for t’ 5 t s r” the solution of problem (2) 
(3), (4) coincides with the solution of the integral equation 
then by condition A2 for t = 7” we obtain 
nix - X(T’)ll 2 M(tU - z’). 
On the other hand, by condition A3 we find 
t” - T’ < t,- ,(x(Y)) - tip ,(x(Y)) 
(11) 
5 Lj-, Ilx(z”) - X(T’)ll <; 11X(?“) - x(z’)ll, 
which contradicts inequality (11). 
Assume that for t > 5’ the integral curve (t, x(t)) meets no hypersurface 
from (1). Then from conditions Al and A5 we deduce that the solution of 
problem (2), (3), (4) is defined for all t 2 z’. We shall show that in this case 
for all t > z’ the following inequality holds: 
In fact, if there xists a point 5” > 7’ such that T” = t,(x(r”)), then it follows 
that the integral curve (t, x(t)) meets a hypersurface from (1) for t > T’ 
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which contradicts he assumption. If there xists a point z” > t’ such that 
5” > t;(x(r”)), then, having in mind the first of inequalities (lo), we get to a 
contradiction with the assertion fTheorem 1. By (12), using conditions 
A2 and A3, we obtain 
t - r;(x(t’)) < t;(x(t)) - f;(X(T’)) < L,M(t - T’), 
i.e., the following inequality holds 
t < f,(X(T’)) - T’LiM = 8 = const. 
I-L,M 
The last inequality contradicts he fact that (12) holds for all t > r’ (and 
therefore for t > 6 as well). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 3. Let conditions Al, A2, A3, A5 for i= 1 and inequalities (i) 
of A4 hold. Then j, = 1; i.e., the integral curve (t, x(t)) meets first he hyper- 
surface a, 
Proof: Theorem 3 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2. 
We shall show that conditions (A) are sufficient forthe absence of the 
phenomenon “beating.” For this purpose we shall use the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 4 (cf. [7]). Let conditions Al, A3, A4, A5, and the following 
relations hold: 
(ti, xi) e K(T, 1, x,?, , l/M), i= 1, 2, . . . . (13) 
Then the integral curve (t, x(t)) meets each one of the hypersurfaces ( 1) not 
more than once. 
THEOREM 5. Let conditions (A) be satisfied. Then the integral curve 
(t, x(t)) meets each one of the hypersurfaces (1) not more than once. 
Proof: If for t > 0 the integral curve (t, x(t)) meets no hypersurface 
from (1) then the theorem is proved. Assume that the integral curve 
(t, x(t)) meets hypersurfaces from (1) for t > 0. Since for T, ~ I < t 5 ‘si the 
solution of problem (2), (3), (4) coincides with the solution of the integral 
equation 
x(t) = x(5 1 + f(T, X(T))& i= 1, 2, . . . . 
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then by condition A2 for t = ri we obtain 
i.e., relation (13) holds. Applying Theorem 4 we obtain the assertion f 
Theorem 5. 
Theorem 5 is proved. 
Denote by (B) the following condition: 
B. Uniformly on x E D lim, _ % t,(x) = +co is satisfied. 
By means of Theorem 2 the following theorem is proved. 
THEOREM 6. Let conditions Al, A2, A3, A5, (B), and inequalities (i)of 
A4 be satisfied. Then the integral curve (t, x(t)) of problem (2), (3), (4) for 
t > 0 meets infinitely many hypersurfaces from ( 1). 
Proof. Assume that for t > 0 the integral curve (t, x(t)) meets suc- 
cessively the hypersurfaces (T,, G,~, ... . o,, respectively in the moments 
71, 72, . . . . zk and for t > zk the integral curve meets no hypersurface from 
(1). If we assume that there xists a point 7’ > zk such that (T’, x(7’)) E Q,(O) 
for some i, then from Theorem 2 it will follow that the integral curve meets 
the hypersurface oifor t > 7’ > 7k which contradicts he assumption, Hence 
the following cases are possible. 
Case 1. For all t > zk (t, x(t)) Ecri s satisfied; i.e., t = ti(x(t)) for t > zk. 
Let 7’ and 7” be arbitrary points satisfying the inequalities 7” > 7’ > TV. 
Then by condition A3 we find 
7” - 7’ = t,(x(z”)) - ti(x(7’)) 5 L, 11x(7”) - x(7’)il 5; jlx(7”) - x(7’)ll 
which contradicts inequality (11). 
Case 2. There exists a point t’ > sk such that the following inequalities 
hold: 
t,(x(z’)) < t’, i= 1, 2, . . . . 
The last inequalities contradict ondition (B). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 6. 
THEOREM 7. Let conditions (A) and (B) hold. Then the solution of 
problem (2), (3), (4) is defined for all t 2 0. 
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Proof: In fact, by Theorem 5 j, <j, < . . . is satisfied. Then, since ji are 
integers, we find that lim, _ ~ ji = +co, by which, using condition (B), we 
obtain 
lim zi = lim ti,(xi) = +co. (14) I-x I-cc 
By Theorem 6 and condition A5 the integral curve (t, x(t)) is defined in 
each of the intervals ri-, < t s z,, i= 1, 2, . . . . hence by relation (14) follows 
the claim of Theorem 7. 
Theorem 7 is proved. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
Let T be a positive constant and 
07: t = t*(x), fE[W, XED, i=l,2 )... (15) 
be hypersurfaces in R” + ‘. Consider the initial value problem 
dX*(t)l,+ =zs,(X*(TT)), (17) 
x,*(O) =x,*, (18) 
where T: are the moments in which the integral curve (t, x*(t)) of problem 
(16), (17), (18) meets the hypersurfaces (15) and si is the number of the 
hypersurface m t by the integral curve (t, x*(t)) in the moment T". 
Introduce the notations: x*(t) is the solution of problem (16), (17) (18); 
XT = X*(5,?); XT+ = x* + Z,,(x,*), i = 1, 2, . 
DEFINITION 1. The solution x(t) of problem (2), (3), (4) is said to 
depend continuously on the impulse hypersurfaces (1) for 0 S t S T if for all 
E > 0 and q > 0 there exists 6> 0 such that for each sequence of hyper- 
surfaces a:, a:, . . . . satisfying It,(x) - t:(x)1 < 6, XE D, i= 1, 2, . . . . the 
inequality 11x(t)-x*(t)11 <E holds for OS?5 T, It--~;1 >q and x0=x$. 
Denote by (C) the following conditions: 
Cl The functions I;, i= 1,2, .. . are continuous in D. 
C2. The inequalities T, # tk(x+ ) hold for i = 1, 2, . . . and k = 1, 2, . . 
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THEOREM 8. Let conditions (A) and (C) and z1 < T< z2 hold. Then for 
any E > 0 there exist positive constants 6,cr, and fl such that if 11x0 - ~$11 < 6 
and It,(x)- t*(x)1 56for XED and i= 1,2, .. . . then r:< T<tf and 
Ilx(t) - x*(t)11 5 !.x 
forOSttTandIt-z,I>/jE. 
(19) 
Proof. First we assume that the inequalities r: < T< rf hold and 
s, = 1. Let the inequality T I 5 r T hold (the case r I > r: is considered 
analogously). Since for 0 5 t 5 r1 the functions x(t) and x*(t) satisfy the 
respective equations 
x(t) =x0 + s If@, X(T)) dr, 0 
x*(t) =x$ + s ‘j-(5, x*(t)) dz, 0 
then 
lb(t) - x*(t)11 S 11x0 -XI? 11 + j; KltX(T) - X*(~)ll dz, 
by which and by the inequality of Gronwall-Bellman we obtain the 
estimate 
11x(t)-x*(t)ll 5 xo-x~II exp(KT)S&exp(KT), 05 tsz,. (20) 
By conditions A2 and A3 and Theorem 3 we get 
ITI -z: I i ITI - t,W)l + ItI( t: I 
= I(t,(x,) - tl(x:)l + ItI( txe)l s L, 11x1 -x: II + 6. 
(21) 
From inequalities (20) for t = r, and (21) it follows that 
I/.x1 -x: II s /IX, - x*tz, )ll + Ilx*(rl) - x*(t:)ll 
5 6 exp(KT) + 
/I 
i”./( ~,x*(s))d~ $6exp(KT)+Mlr:-r,/ 
Tl II 
5 6 exp(KT) + M(6 + L, (I x1 -XT II). 
From the last inequality we deduce 
Ilx,--~FllS 1-ML exp(KT) + ~4 6, 
I 
(22) 
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Let E be an arbitrary positive number. From condition Cl and inequality 
(22) it follows that there xists 6> 0 such that 
II~I(xI)-~I(x1*)II c.5. (23) 
Let 6 <E. Then by (22) and (23) we obtain 
11x:-x:+ II = lb1 +~,(XI)-XI*-~I(X:)ll 
< exp(KT) + A4 
= l-ML, 
6+&<a,& 
where x1 = [exp(KT)+M-ML, + l]/(l -ML,). 
By inequalities (22) and (24) we find 
IIX(Z:)-x:+lI = x: + 
II j 
Trf(s, x(z)) dz -xl* + 
7, 
~M(~:-z,)+IIx:-x:+/I~M(6+L,Ilx,-x:II)+cc,& 
sh4 l+L, 
( 
exp( KT) + A4 
l-ML, > 
6+a, &<ct2&, 
(24) 
(25) 
where cc,=M(L,exp(KT)+l)/(l-ML,)+cc,. 
The functions x(t) and x*(t) for T: 5 t 5 T satisfy the equations 
4t) = 4~:) + s :;r(~ x z)) dz,
x*(t) = x: ++ p 7, X*(T)) & 
from which by the inequality ofGronwall-Bellman and inequality (25) we 
deduce the estimate 
11x(t)-x*(t)11 scc,exp(KT)c=cr~ (26) 
for r: 5 t 5 T. By inequalities (21) and (22) we obtain 
b-r? 5 
1+ L, exp(KT) 
l-ML, 6 < BE, (27) 
where a = [ 1 + L, exp(KT)]/( 1- ML,). 
Having in mind the inequality E > exp(KT), by (20) and (26) we obtain 
Ilx(t) - x*(r)11 5 a& (28) 
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for 0 5 t 5 r, and r? 5 t 5 T. From inequalities (28) and (27), inequality 
(19) follows. 
To prove the theorem it suffices toshow that for 6 small enough the 
assumption we made at the beginning of the proof is fulfilled; i.e., that the 
inequalities r: < T-c 5: hold and S, = 1. 
First we shall show that the integral curve (t, x*(t)) of problem (16) 
(17) (18) for t >O first meets the hypersurface 0:. 
Case 1. Assume that for t > 0, independently on the value of 6, the 
integral curve (t, x*(t)) of problem (16), (17), (18) meets no hypersurface 
from ( 15). Consider the hypersurface 0’: t = t,(x) + 6’, xE D, where 6’ is an 
arbitrary positive constant. From Theorem 3 it follows that the integral 
curve (t, x*(r)) meets the hypersurface 0’. Let the meeting be realized inthe 
moment z’. The function x*(t) for 0 5 t 5 t’ is bounded, hence there xists a 
bounded domain D, , D, c D, such that x*(t) E6, for 0 5 t 5 r’. Then the 
sets o,JD,)= {(t,x); t=O, XED,} and a,(B,)= {(t,x); t-t,(x), XED,}, 
i= 1,2, .. . are bounded and closed, hence p(a,(D,), a,(B,)) = 6” > 0. 
Let 0 < 6 < min(6’, S”/2). Then we obtain 
O<f,(X)-s<t:(x)<t,(x)+s<t,(x)+s’, XED,, (29) 
from which immediately follows 
0 < tT(xo*) = t,*(x*(O)). (30) 
Since r’= t,(x*(r’)) + 6’, by inequalities (29) we get 
0 = t,(x*(r’)) + 6’ - z’ > tF(x*(z’)) -z’. (31) 
Consider the function vi(t) = t:(x*(t)) - t in the internal 0 5 t 5 t’. In 
this interval it is continuous and by inequalities (30) and (31) the 
inequalities cp ,(O) > 0 and cpi(t’) < 0 hold, hence there exists a point r”, 
0 < 7” < z’, such that cpi(r”)=O; i.e., ti(x*(z”)) = t”. The last equality 
means that the integral curve (t, x*(t)) meets the hypersurface a: in the 
moment r” which contradicts he assumption. 
Case 2. Assume that there xists a sequence 6,, 6,) . . . of positive num- 
bers, monotonicly tending to zero, whose members satisfy the inequalities 
S, =s,(6,) > 1, k= 1,2, .. . . i.e., if It,(x)- t:(x)1 < 6,, i= 1, 2, . . . then the 
integral curve (t, x*(r)) of problem (16) (17) (18) for t>O first meets the 
hypersurface a: in the moment 7: = rT(6,) and S, > 1. 
Consider the following initial value problem without impulses: 
$ =A4 Y), y(0) =x0*. (32) 
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Denote by z’ the moment when the integral curve (t, y(t)) of problem (32) 
meets the hypersurface g’(according to Theorem 3 this moment exists and 
does not depend on 6). The integral curves (t, x*(t)) and (t, y(t)) coincide 
for Ostst:. 
If the inequality 7’5 r: holds, we get a contradiction analogous to Case 
1. In fact, there xists 6, such that 6, < min(b’, S”/2), where 6’ and k?” were 
defined in Case 1 of the proof of this Theorem. Then we obtain the 
inequalities (30) and (31). By these inequalities for the function 
cpl(t) = tf(x*(t))- t which is continuous in the interval [0, r’], we find 
q,(O) > 0 and rpi(t’) < 0 which leads to a contradiction. 
Let the inequality z:< t’ hold. Then x*(r) ED, for 0 5 t 5 r:. Denote 
6”‘=min(p(fldD,), a @,)), dal(D,), aAD,))). 
Note that D, does not depend on 6, hence 6”’ does not depend on 6. Let 
bk < min(6’, “I/,). Then the following inequalities aresatisfied: 
0 < t,(x) - 6, < t?(x) < t,(x) + 6, < tz(x)- 6, 
i t,,(x) - 6, < t,:(x), XED,, $1 = S,(SkG). (33) 
Consider the function q*(t)= tT(x*(t))- t in the interval 05 t 5~:. By 
inequalities (33) we obtain 
0 < tl*(x*(O)); 
0 = t$(x*(qy) - zl* > tj+yx*(zT)) -zl*; 
i.e., q (O) > 0 and (p2(rj+) < 0. From the last two inequalities, since the 
function cpz is continuous for 0 5 t 5 rl*, it follows that there xists a point 
t”‘, 0< T”’ < t : ) such that ~Jz”‘) = 0; i.e., the integral curve (t, x*(t)) meets 
the hypersurface 0: in the moment t”‘, 5”’ <z:, which contradicts he 
assumption. Thus we showed that for 6 small enough the integral curve 
(t, x*(t)) of problem (16), (17) (18) for t > 0 first meets the hypersurface 
a:. 
Since T, < T, having in mind inequality (27), we find that for 6 small 
enough the inequality T:< T holds. (Note that in the proof of inequality 
(27) from all assumptions made at the beginning of the proof of the 
theorem we used only that s, = 1 which we proved above.) 
By inequalities (24) and (27) we obtain 
P((7lY x: ), (TTY x: + )) < (a, + PI &. (34) 
Since by Theorem 2 and condition C2 (t,, XT) EQ~,(O) holds, then 
p((t,, XT), W\Qj2(0) = siv > 0. (35) 
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Let 6 < P’. Then by (35) we find 
P((T , ) XT ), W\sz,,(S)) = 6” > 0. (36) 
From (34) and (36) it follows that for E small enough, i.e., for 6 small 
enough, the relation (r T, XT + ) E CIJS) holds. 
The last relation implies 
t,,- 1(x*+ )+s<t:<t,,(x*+)-s. (37) 
If the integral curve of problem ( 16), (17), (18) for t > t: meet no hyper- 
surface from (15), then the theorem is proved. Assume that the moment r: 
exists; i.e., the integral curve (t, x*(t)) meets a hypersurface from (15) for 
t > r: . Assume that s2 <j,. Then 
0 = tX(x(zz*)) - t: < t,Jx(z:)) + 6 -z; 
i tjz ,(x(zF)) + 6 - tZ*. (38) 
The function 
e(t) = 
i 
t,,-,(X:+)+s-t:, t=t:, 
L ,(x*(t)) + 6- f, r:<tsz:, 
is continuous in its domain of definition. From the first inequality of(37) it 
follows that cpj(rT) < 0 and by (38) we obtain (~~(7:) ~0. Hence there 
exists a point TV’, r: < ?” < r2, such that (p3(r’“) = 0; i.e., 
ti*- ,(x*(Ty) + 6 = T’“. (39) 
Successively applying condition A2, equality (39) the first one of 
inequalities (37), and condition A3, we get to the contradiction 
11x*(P) - x: + I( 5 M(z” -z:)<M(tj,~,(x*(z’“))+s-tj,~,(x:+)-s) 
5 ML,-, [Ix*(z’“) - x:: + 11 < IIX*(t’“) - xl” + 11. 
Hence s2 Lj,. Then we have 
0 = t,$(x(r:)) - zz* > fJX(TZ*)) - 6 - z: 
2 t,,(x(r:)) - 6 - fZ*. 
The function 
(40) 
(PA(f) = 
i 
f,,(x:+)--S--r:> t=r:, 
t,,(x*(r)) - 6 - t, r:<tsz;, 
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is continuous for r: 5 t I r!. The second inequality of(37) and (40) imply 
the inequalities (p4(r:) > 0 and (p4(r:) < 0. From the last wo inequalities t 
follows that the integral curve (t, x*(t)) meets the hypersurface cr”: 
t = tjZ(x) - 6 in the moment r” which satisfies theinequality 
TV<7f. (41) 
Analogously to (27) we obtain the inequality 
172 - TV1 < 816. (42) 
(The proof of (42) coincides completely with the proof of (27) with the 
only difference that instead of the hypersurfaces o1 and a: respectively the
hypersurfaces aj* and a” are considered and that the initial moment is not 0 
but r:). Since T< 72, then from (42) it follows that for T small enough the 
inequality T < 7” holds which by (41) implies T < 7:. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 8. 
THEOREM 9. Let conditions (A), (B), and (C) hold. Then the solution of 
problem (2), (3), (4) depends continuously on the impulse hypersurfaces (1) 
for 0 i t 5 T. 
ProoJ By equality (14) the integral curve (t, x(t)) of problem (2), (3), 
(4) meets a finite number of hypersurfaces from (1) for 0 5 t 5 T. Assume 
that O-CT,< ... -c7,5T~<t,+,. Introduce the notations t, =o, 
t, = (zk , + ~~)/2, k = 2, 3, . . . . p, and t, + , = T. Let x0 = xz and E and r] be 
arbitrary positive constants. 
put &,I = E. By Theorem 8 for each one of the intervals [tk, tk+ ,I, 
k = 1, 2, . . . p, there exists 6, >O such that if Ilx(tk) -x*(t,)ll < 6, and 
Iti(t:(x)1 56,,x~D, i= 1, 2, . . . . then we have: 
0) Il~(t)-~~*(t)ll <E, tk5tStfk+,, It-~~l >q; 
(ii) fkp, < 7; < t, < tk*+ 1; 
(iii) II~(t~+~)-~*(f~+,)ll <bk+,. 
We define the numbers S,, k = 1, 2, . . ..p + 1, in the following order: 
6 p+l,6p ,..., 6 . Put 6=min(6,,6, ,..., S ,,). Then, if It,(x)--t*(x)l<6 
for XE D and i= 1, 2, . . . . we have 11x(t) - x*(t)11 <E for 0 5 t 5 T and 
(t--~~l >rf, i= 1,2, .. . . p. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 9. 
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